Innovative alarm management
in building automation

Manufacturer-independent, standardised and mobile

Innovative alarm management
in building automation with DEOS
Reduce your technical FM service costs
DEOS AG develops and produces innovative solutions and services relating to building automation. We combine energyefficient control of heating, ventilation and air conditioning and uncomplicated system integration of other technical components with state-of-the-art digitisation solutions to form an efficient overall system. For buildings that inspire!
Regardless of whether you are upgrading an existing HVAC system or planning a new TBE project: Over the years, operating costs will account for a large proportion of building expenditure. For building owners, there is great potential for savings
here, and this can be exploited using our modern, digital building automation solutions. The primary goal, therefore, is to
operate the building at an optimum level in terms of energy. To achieve this state and to ensure efficient operation, DEOS
offers a cutting-edge solution in the field of building automation and alarm management.
Our alarm management system offers an integrated, flexible solution that can also be used in external systems from different
manufacturers. All messages from the integrated HVAC / TBE components are communicated to our DEOS IoT platform
via various detectors. From there, they are forwarded as push messages to CAFM systems such as the DEOS Secure
AlarmApp. So you are always in control and can act quickly in the event of a fault, thus keeping downtime to a minimum.
The DEOS Secure AlarmApp also simplifies the routine daily work of your service team, lowers service costs and thus also
reduces the expenditure on FM service (Facility Management Service).
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Manufacturer-independent: DEOS alarm
management can be used in all systems

Web-based configuration of alarm messages,
roles and rights via IoT platform

Reduce operating costs by increasing the
efficiency of the service team

DEOS IoT platform in the company's own data
centre

DEOS building automation, energy reports
or BMS in the cloud and much more

IT-secure data communication with maximum
cyber protection

Innovative alarm management – Introduction

Our solution at a glance

DEOS IoT platform at the heart of alarm management
As a manufacturer of intelligent building automation systems, we offer you our practical solution for innovative alarm management. At the heart of this digital system is our cloud-based IoT platform, in which relevant data such as alarm messages are processed and forwarded to CAFM systems. The data is first collected by detectors in the network and transmitted
to the IoT platform. The open design concept and the use of API interfaces allow the flexible expansion of the system.
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Detector: Message gateway OPEN GATE

Irrespective of the manufacturer, the OPEN GATE can be
integrated into BACnet networks, which collect existing
alarm messages and forward them to the message management function.
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Detector: OPEN EMS DDC controllers

Our OPEN EMS DDC controllers can transmit local error
messages directly to the message management function.
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Our cloud-based IoT platform collects and processes data
for further use in downstream systems and services.
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As a certified B-AWS, our internally developed BMS can
collect both BACnet messages and proprietary messages
from the network and forward them to the message management function.

DEOS Secure AlarmApp

In the AlarmApp, error messages can be viewed, edited
and managed both on mobile terminal devices (iOS &
Android) and directly on a PC / laptop.
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Detector: BACnet BMS OPENweb

Message management: IoT platform

External systems

External systems can access the alarm data via an API
interface.

DEOS Portal

Push

3

OPENweb

DEOS Secure AlarmApp
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OPENweb Cloud

2

Push
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DEOS Secure AlarmApp

OPEN EMS

1
External
systems

IoT platform
(Message management)

Push

BACnet

DEOS Secure AlarmApp
OPEN GATE

Further detectors are available.
Simply contact us.

6
API

External systems

Our solution at a glance
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Message gateway OPEN GATE

Collect messages for every HVAC system –
manufacturer-independent
OPEN GATE allows uniform alarm management for all
HVAC / TBE systems. It makes no difference whether the
HVAC system is controlled by products from external manufacturers or by DEOS products. The message gateway
OPEN GATE collects messages from all HVAC / TBE
components and systems integrated in the network, regardless of the manufacturer. The gateway uses the stan-

dard BACnet protocol for this purpose. It can be retrofitted
in existing HVAC systems at any time without additional
programming and has no effect on the existing control of
the system.
The alarms are forwarded as a push notification to the
AlarmApp of the assigned service technicians via the
message management function on our IoT platform. This
ensures fast response times in the event of a fault. External CAFM systems can also be connected and used.
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Advantages at a glance

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

OPEN GATE collects system messages via BACnet
Can be expanded freely with DEOS or third-party
components
Uniform alarm management for every HVAC system
Easy coordination and alarm management via AlarmApp
Can be retrofitted into existing HVAC systems
Manufacturer-independent message management

Push
DEOS Portal

External
systems

DEOS Secure AlarmApp

Push

BACnet
OPEN GATE

DEOS Secure AlarmApp
Message
management

Push
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Message gateway OPEN GATE

External
systems

DEOS DDC controller & BMS as detector
DEOS DDC controllers and building management
systems
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OPEN EMS DDC controllers

Our OPEN EMS DDC controllers are used for integrated
building and room automation and special HVAC applications. The main task of the controllers is the control, regulation and monitoring of your technical building systems
and to ensure optimum energy efficiency.

Use our DDC controllers as detectors too:
Error messages are forwarded directly to DEOS Alarm
Management and the DEOS Secure AlarmApp.
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BACnet building management system OPENweb
Our web-based, B-AWS certified BACnet building management system OPENweb is specially developed for the monitoring
and control of HVAC systems as well as zone and room control in buildings – from your local computer, as a modern cloud
solution or via mobile terminal devices.
System faults and alarms are communicated directly via the internal Event Control Center (ECC) and can be sent
to your service technicians using the DEOS Secure AlarmApp. So you can act quickly and efficiently.

DEOS DDC controller & BMS as detector
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Message management: IoT platform
Configuration of detectors and users

The DEOS Portal offers you the possibility to customise master data of the users as well as your systems. As the administrator, you can define the authorisations of your service technicians, either by assigning user appropriate authorisations
to a detector or by assigning the appropriate service technicians to a detector. You can also appoint coordinators for the
efficient distribution of incoming messages and tasks in the AlarmApp. In doing so, you can adapt your team management
according to your individual requirements.

DEOS
https://portal.deos-ag.com/
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Define message destinations

Adjust master data

Set permissions

Set up service teams

Appoint coordinators

Reset passwords

Message management: IoT platform

DEOS Secure AlarmApp

Save money with efficient HVAC
service

The DEOS Secure AlarmApp allows you to experience system management on a whole new level. Create teams to manage your HVAC systems. As soon as a system message is available, your assigned service staff will immediately receive
push notifications via the AlarmApp on their smartphone – in this way, you will always have an overview, can act quickly
in case of a fault and increase your customer satisfaction. The DEOS Secure AlarmApp facilitates the daily work of your
service teams, reduces service overheads and therefore also the costs in facility management.

Always be informed

Easy communication with the team

Efficient team management

Flexible user management

Transparent assignment of tasks

Quick coordination

Direct push notification to your smartphone

Only assigned service staff & teams receive
alarm messages

Immediately see who is dealing with messages

Alarm commenting for everyone to see

Effortlessly manage changes in the team
or absences in the DEOS Portal

One click to route planning

Download
and test now
for free!

As part of the DEOS Secure Network solution, the AlarmApp can be combined with other DEOS cloud offerings and
services. If you have any questions about DEOS cloud solutions and the AlarmApp, please contact our DEOS IT specialists
directly and free of charge at it@deos-ag.com.

DEOS Secure AlarmApp – Introduction
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Simple and intuitive operation

App functions simplify your daily service routine

The DEOS Secure AlarmApp offers different views on your systems and their alarms. It allows you to prioritise messages
easily and clearly, as well as to assign and escalate them to yourself or other technicians in the team. You can track which
technician is assigned to which fault in real time and always keep an overview. The transparency of the system is what makes
the AlarmApp so special. Thanks to universal interfaces, external systems can be integrated as alarm indicators and displayed uniformly in the AlarmApp. It is also possible to provide alarms for third-party systems. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if required.
The AlarmApp is easy and intuitive to use. The dashboard provides you with a quick overview of your systems and their
pending alarms. With just a few clicks, you can easily navigate to the respective alarm and rectify it as quickly as possible.
The alarm history provides support during this process: comments on previous alarms simplify the search for solutions.
Experience the advantages of the DEOS Secure AlarmApp:

Dashboard
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Notifications

The dashboard provides
a quick overview of the
status of your systems as
well as statistical evaluations of assigned alarms.
With just one click you
can access the alarms or
pre-filtered alarm views.

Never miss an alarm
assigned to you, escalated alarms or comments.
Keep a complete overview of events and your
tasks with the notifications.
Even news and messages
that have already been
archived can be viewed
here.

Alarm view

Alarm list

In addition to alarm data
such as message text or
alarm source, this view
also displays comments
and the entire alarm history. It allows you to see
when the respective alarm
last occurred, who was responsible, how the alarm
was resolved and how
often it occurred.

The alarm list displays
all alarms from your systems in a filterable list.
You can see an overview
of all incoming messages
and can process them
yourself or decide which
service technician should
be assigned and what
priority should be given
to the fault.

DEOS Secure AlarmApp – Function overview and messages / user management and integration of external systems

Systems list

System view

With the system list you
can easily check the
status of your systems at
a glance. For example,
you can see where faults
are reported and how
many messages are there
in total for each system.

In addition to system
master data such as designation or location, all
system alarms are listed
here and can also be filtered. This provides you
with a quick overview
of current and historical
problems of the system.

Filters

Route planner

You can set various filters
and hide specific information that is currently not
needed. For example, you
can filter and view all the
faults you have dealt with
in the last four weeks for
a system.

When things get serious,
an on-site appointment is
often essential. The navigation function on your
device can be opened
directly from the system
view and you can choose
the optimal route to the
site.

Easy and efficient working

Manufacturer-independent also for external systems
Efficient working in teams

Uniform integration of external systems

User management and rights assignment of the DEOS
Secure AlarmApp is performed online in the DEOS Portal.
Here you can create your service teams, assign individual
systems to service staff or appoint coordinators for the
efficient distribution of incoming messages and tasks for
escalation. In doing so, you can adapt your team management according to your individual requirements.

In addition to HVAC systems with DEOS technology, systems from other manufacturers can also be managed with
the AlarmApp. HVAC systems and building automation
systems that have evolved historically pose a particular
challenge for monitoring, maintenance and service during
operation. The AlarmApp solves this problem: all incoming
messages and alarms from different manufacturers are
displayed centrally and uniformly in the AlarmApp and are
identical and intuitive to use.

DEOS Secure AlarmApp – Function overview and messages / user management and integration of external systems
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DEOS Secure Network
Topology
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DEOS Secure Network – Topology

DEOS DDC contro

Protocols (excerpt)

Protocols (excerpt)

M-Bus Modbus

Connect box

KNX

DALI

M-Bus Modbus

KNX

DALI

In addition to integrated alarm management, we offer further DEOS cloud functions and services in the DEOS Secure
Network. We will be happy to advise you and jointly develop your individual solution. Please feel free to contact our DEOS
IT specialists directly and free of charge by e-mail at it@deos-ag.com or by phone at +49 5971 91133 - 3333.
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available from quarter 3/2020
in planning
Issue date: 06/2020
available from quarter 3/2020
in planning
Issue date: 06/2020

DEOS Secure Network – Topology
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Follow us on social media and stay up to date.

Birkenallee 76 . 48432 Rheine . Germany
Tel: +49 5971 91133 - 0 . Fax: +49 5971 91133 - 2999
www.deos-ag.com . info@deos-ag.com

